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[1] Diffuse reflectance spectra of multiple grain size fractions are used to estimate the
optical constants of gypsum over the 0.4–15 mm wavelength region. Two independent
scattering theories are used to iteratively determine the imaginary index of refraction
from the measured reflectance. We compare the results of these two with each other and
with imaginary indices of gypsum reported in the literature. We find that the scattering
theory results are more sensitive in the infrared to weak spectral features that are clearly
distinguished in the diffuse reflectance spectra. However, we find the scattering
results provide a poor determination of the optical constants in the regions of relatively
strong absorptions. At visible and near-infrared wavelengths we provide a comparison
to the results obtained from analysis of the diffuse reflectance to results obtained from
direct transmission measurements of several gypsum crystals having different sample
thicknesses. We find the simplest models of the transmission reproduce the observed
spectra. The different sample thicknesses for the transmission measurements and different
grain sizes in the scattering theories allow evaluation of the imaginary index of
refraction over a wide range of values. We find the imaginary index of refraction
determined from scattering theories is in remarkable agreement with those obtained from
transmission spectra. Different models of the reflectance and transmittance have
associated strengths and weaknesses, and we conclude that combining these models
provides a more accurate determination of the optical constants of a material when
compared to using each separately. We combine the resulting real and imaginary indices
of refraction with those reported at infrared wavelengths to provide values covering visual,
near-infrared, and infrared wavelengths (0.4–333 mm, 25000–30 cm1).
Citation: Roush, T. L., F. Esposito, G. R. Rossman, and L. Colangeli (2007), Estimated optical constants of gypsum in the regions of
weak absorptions: Application of scattering theories and comparisons to independent measurements, J. Geophys. Res., 112, E10003,
doi:10.1029/2007JE002920.
1. Introduction/Background
[2] Recent and ongoing remote and in situ observations
indicate that sulfates are present in variable abundances in
several locations on Mars [e.g., Squyres et al., 2004;
Christensen et al., 2004; Klingelho¨fer et al., 2004; Rieder
et al., 2004; Bibring et al., 2005; Langevin et al., 2005;
Gendrin et al., 2005; and references therein]. In addition,
the Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter (MRO) is equipped with
an imaging spectrometer (MRO-CRISM) that is returning
hyperspectral data at higher spatial resolution [Murchie et
al., 2003] than the OMEGA instrument on the Mars Express
Mission [Bibring et al., 2005]. Thus the optical properties of
sulfates, in general, are of interest to quantitative interpre-
tation of this increasing volume of remotely sensed data.
This is because optical constants describe how a material
interacts with electromagnetic radiation and represent the
fundamental values used in radiative transfer calculations
describing a variety of physical environments. Such envi-
ronments include atmospheres where aerosols are present,
planetary and satellite regoliths, and circumstellar dust
clouds.
[3] Here we focus upon gypsum because of its applica-
bility due to its identification on Mars. Also, gypsum is a
mineral that is readily available in samples sizes that are
suitable for study using a variety of spectral measurements.
In the mid-infrared there are several studies reporting the
optical constants of gypsum that can be used in evaluating
our approach used in the current study. Most importantly,
there is a general lack of data regarding the optical constants
for gypsum at visible and short-infrared wavelengths
(0.4–5 mm) that are being observed by the spectrometers
on Mars Express (0.4–5 mm) and MRO (0.4–3.95 mm).
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1.1. Infrared Determinations of Gypsum Optical
Constants
[4] In the infrared there have been several studies focused
at determining the optical constants of gypsum [Aronson et
al., 1983; Long et al., 1993; Marzo et al., 2004] and other
hydrated sulfates [Roush, 1996]. Aronson et al. [1983] used
dispersion analysis to determine the optical constants of
gypsum along two different crystallographic planes from the
specular reflectance of highly polished surfaces. Using their
tabulated oscillator parameters the real (n) and imaginary (k)
indices of refraction were calculated and the results are
shown in Figure 1a. Long et al. [1993] also used dispersion
analysis to determine n and k of gypsum along three
different optical axes and a pressed pellet from the specular
reflectance of these surfaces. Using their tabulated oscillator
parameters, n and k were calculated and the results are also
shown in Figures 1a and 1b. As part of the current study
(see section 2.2), a compressed pellet of pure material was
created and the specular reflection from this pellet was
measured. A dispersion analysis was used to determine n
and k from these measurements and these are shown in
Figure 1b. Marzo et al. [2004] used dispersion analysis to
determine n and k of gypsum from the transmission of fine
particles suspended in a KBr matrix and their resulting
values are also shown in Figure 1b. Here we average the
results presented by Long et al. [1993] for each axis into a
single value because we believe the particulate nature of the
samples measured in diffuse reflectance result in a random
orientation of the grains. This average k value is also shown
in Figure 1b. This average value exhibits dual peaks in the
500–700, 1600–1700, and 3400–3700 cm1 region similar
to the values determined from reflection and transmission
measurements of the pressed pellets. This supports our
suggestion that contributions due to each optical axis may
be present in randomly oriented samples.
1.2. Measurements of Gypsum at Shorter
Wavelengths, < 5 mm
[5] Measurements of gypsum, and other sulfates, at
visible, near-infrared, and mid-infrared wavelengths (0.4–
5 mm) have existed for over 100 years. Coblentz [1906]
measured the transmission and Fresnel reflectance of rela-
Figure 1. Imaginary index of refraction at infrared wavelengths reported in the literature. (a) Data
derived from Fresnel reflectance of oriented crystals (Aronson et al. [1983], solid black line, and Long et
al. [1993]). (b) Average of oriented data of Long et al. [1993] (solid black line) compared to values
determined from pressed pellets [Long et al., 1993], this study, and the transmission measurement of
Marzo et al. [2004].
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tively large crystals of various minerals in the 1–13 mm
wavelength range (10000–770 cm1). On the basis of the
differences observed between selenite (CaSO4 . 2H2O,
gypsum) and anhydrite (CaSO4) and various anhydrous
sulfates (e.g., SrSO4 and PbSO4), Coblentz [1906] assigned
a band observed near 4.55 mm (2195 cm1) to the sulfate
anion and suggested a relationship with another band seen
in reflectance at 8.5–9.1 mm (1175–1100 cm1).
[6] Hovis [1966] reports the diffuse reflectance spectrum
of a particulate sample of gypsum in the 0.4–6 mm region.
The spectrum exhibits many features due to the molecular
water but in addition a notable, broad, strong feature
centered near 4.5 mm (2222 cm1) is present, but is not
discussed [Hovis, 1966, Figure 3]. Subsequently, Fink and
Burk [1971] measured the diffuse reflectance spectra of
particulate samples of reagent materials including several
sulfates. All but two sulfate samples exhibited a reflectance
minimum between 4 and 5 mm that were attributed to a
combination mode of the infrared fundamentals of the
sulfate anion [Fink and Burk, 1971]. Salisbury et al.
[1991] present the spectra of anhydrite and gypsum and
attribute a feature near 4.6 mm (2174 cm1), seen in both
spectra, to a combination mode of the sulfate anion. Blaney
and McCord [1995] report the diffuse reflectance spectra of
three sulfates, including anhydrite. All spectra exhibited a
minimum near 4.5 mm that was attributed to the first
overtone of the n3 fundamental associated with the SO4
anion [Blaney and McCord, 1995]. Brown University
operates a Reflectance Experimental Laboratory (RELAB)
to study the reflectance properties of materials [Pieters and
Hiroi, 2004]. As part of the operation an online spectral
library (http://lf314-rlds.geo.brown.edu/) is maintained that
allows searching and retrieval of archived data. A search of
this library yields numerous sulfates, including gypsum. As
shown in Figure 2a, the spectra of the gypsum samples from
the RELAB data archive exhibit the reflectance minimum
near 4.5–4.6 mm (2175–2225 cm1), seen by previous
researchers. As part of operations associated with the
Advanced Spaceborne Thermal Emission and Reflection
Radiometer (ASTER) instrument in orbit around the Earth,
the ASTER group maintains an online spectral library
(http://speclib.jpl.nasa.gov/). A search of this library yields
numerous sulfates, including gypsum. As shown in
Figure 2b, the spectra of the gypsum samples from the
ASTER data archive exhibit the reflectance minimum near
4.5–4.6 mm, seen by previous researchers. Thus there is
ample independent evidence of spectral features near 4.5–
4.6 mm associated with sulfates. Yet, as illustrated in
Figure 1, few of the determinations of optical constants of
gypsum suggest the presence of such a feature. This
provides additional motivation for determining the optical
constants of gypsum in the visible, near-infrared, and mid-
infrared wavelength region.
[7] In the following sections we describe the laboratory
data used in our analyses. We then describe our various
analytical approaches to deriving n and k for gypsum using
diffuse reflectance and transmission measurements at visi-
ble, near-infrared, and mid-infrared wavelengths. This is
followed by a discussion and comparison of the results from
the different analytical methods. We then place our results
into context with results of optical constants determined for
gypsum at infrared wavelengths and then compile a final
recommendation of the optical constants for gypsum.
2. Laboratory Data
2.1. Diffuse Reflectance Data
[8] The RELAB online spectral library contains both
spectral data and information concerning sample acquisi-
tion, characterization, preparation, and spectral measure-
ments. The gypsum samples included in this study are
<45 micron (SF-EAC-041-A/LASF41A) and 25 –
75 micron (CC-JFM-016-B/F1CC16B). These samples
have been chosen because they are sieved to produce a
limited size range and the spectral data are available over a
wide spectral range: 0.3–26 mm. Two spectrometers were
used to acquire the reflectance spectra. The first measures
the bidirectional reflectance with an incident angle of 30
and reflectance angle of 0 and covers the 0.3–2.6 mm
region. The second measures the biconical reflectance and
covers the 0.8–26 mm region. Typically the biconical
reflectance data are scaled to agree with the bidirectional
data and then combined in the region of wavelength
overlap. Here we use data from the site that was already
combined and these are shown in Figure 2a.
[9] The ASTER online spectral library contains both
spectral data and information concerning sample acquisition,
characterization, preparation, and spectral measurements.
The gypsum sample included in this study (SO-02B)
was separated into three sieve size fractions of <45 mm,
45–125 mm, and 125–500 mm. Two spectrometers were
Figure 2. Diffuse reflectance spectra of samples from
(a) RELAB and (b) ASTER online spectral libraries.
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used to acquire the reflectance spectra. Both collected
directional-hemispherical reflectance with one covering
the 0.4–2.5 mm region and the other the 2.0–15 mm region.
These individual data sets were combined in the region of
overlap. The bidirectional reflectance was calculated from
equation (4) of Shkuratov and Grynko [2005]. Specifically,
log Rb(30) = 1.088 log Rh, where Rb is the bidirectional
reflectance with incidence and emission angles of 30 and
0, respectively, and Rh is the hemispherical reflectance.
The resulting values are shown in Figure 2b for each grain
size. Examination of the spectra in Figure 2b shows that the
reflectance of the coarse-grained sample is greater than the
medium grained sample at wavelengths <1 mm. This spec-
tral behavior is suspicious since as the grain size increases,
the path length of photons through the material should
increase and the effect should be increasing absorption
resulting in a decrease in reflectance. As a result, we do
not use the coarse-grained data in any further analyses.
2.2. Mid-Infrared Fresnel Measurements
[10] Specular reflectance measurements have been per-
formed on a sample of pure selenite in order to compute the
optical constants in the MIR via Fresnel’s law and Lorentz
oscillator model (for the interested reader, more details are
given by Roush et al. [1991] and Esposito et al. [2000] and
references therein).
[11] Selenite is the colorless and transparent variety of
gypsum and it was originally purchased from WARD’S
(USA) and provided byGiuseppeMarzo (University of Lecce,
Italy). Its elemental composition has been characterized by an
energy dispersive X-ray analysis (EDX) performed with a
microanalysis system interfaced to a Scanning Electron
Microscope (Cambridge Model Stereoscan 360FE) and it is
reported in Table 1.
[12] The sample was ground and sieved to <20 mm. Then it
was ground again in an agate mortar for about 5–10 minutes.
Using this procedure a particle size in the submicrometer range
was generally obtained, as verified via scanning-electron
microscopy. This very fine powder was subsequently pressed
between two optically worked stainless steel surfaces. Four
pellets with high reflective surfaces were obtained. The total
(diffuse plus specular) and diffuse bi-conical reflectance of the
pellets were acquired using a Fourier transform Michelson
interferometer (Bruker Equinox 55) equipped with a diffuse/
specular accessory (Graseby Specac Model Selector). The
specular reflectance at 45 of our samples was obtained by
calculating the difference between total and diffuse reflectance
spectra. All the measurements were performed in a dry air
environment in order to reduce the content of atmosphericCO2
and H2O in the sample chamber. A quartz pellet with a gold
coating was used as reference in the measurements. For each
pellet a set of 10–15 measurements were acquired in order to
minimize the effect of possible environmental variations. A
spectrumof the referencewas acquired for each threemeasure-
ments of the sample in order to compensate for any instru-
mental effect. To obtain the final absolute specular reflectance
the selenite spectra were normalized to the reference and then
multiplied by 0.995, which is the reflectivity of gold in the
MIR. The resulting data are shown in Figure 3.
2.3. Transmission Measurements
[13] Four samples, from three locations, were used to
obtain transmission measurements of gypsum. The thinnest
sample, 0.034 cm, is from an unspecified locality in
Nevada. The sample from Brookville, in Saline County
Kansas, had two thicknesses, 0.1171 and 0.2856 cm,
respectively. The sample from Wayne County, Utah is
1.4293 cm thick. This range of sample thickness allows
us to address the significant absorbance of gypsum that
occurs over the visible and short wavelength infrared range.
Each sample exhibited the characteristic tabular shape
associated with the perfect cleavage of gypsum along the
{010} plane. Without additional preparation each sample
was placed in the spectrometer with the {010} plane
perpendicular to the incident beam. Two transmission
measurements were acquired for each sample with the
incident beam polarized parallel and perpendicular to the
{010} plane resulting in measurements approximately par-
allel to the Z and X crystallographic axes, respectively.
Crystallographic axes are commonly referred to as X, Y, and
Z, either lower or upper case. Distances to the crystallo-
graphic unit cell edge along these axes are referred to as a,
b, and c, respectively. In the literature a, b, and c are
commonly used interchangeably with X, Y, and Z. For
comparison to historical data we use the X, Y, and Z
nomenclature. These crystallographic axes do not necessarily
coincide with the optic axes that are typically labeled a, b,
and g. These same symbols are commonly used to represent
the range of refractive indices along the optic axes. Below we
relate measurements along X and Z to a and g when we
illustrate our results for the transmission measurements.
Table 1. Elemental Abundances of Selenite Sample Used for
Fresnel Measurements
Element Concentration, wt. % Oxide Abundance
S 17.4 ± 0.6 SO3 43.4 ± 1.6%
Ca 33.8 ± 0.7 CaO 47.2 ± 0.1%
O 39.5 ± 0.8
Figure 3. Measured laboratory specular reflectance of
gypsum in the IR.
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[14] The transmissions of the samples are shown in
Figure 4. It is clear that a range of sample thicknesses are
required to assess the absorption in some of the stronger
bands. There is also an indication of scattering in the
transmission of the thinnest sample. This is particularly
evident in the visible and near-infrared region,0.4–1.2 mm,
where the thinnest sample has a noticeably lower transmit-
tance than the next two thicker samples. We return to this
issue in derivation of the imaginary index of refraction that is
discussed in more detail in section 4.2.
[15] Infrared and near-infrared spectra were obtained with
a Thermo-Nicolet Magna 860 FTIR using KBr and CaF2
beamsplitters, respectively with a room temperature
deuterated triglycine sulphate detector. Visible spectra
were obtained with a home-built diode array spectrometer-
microspectrometer system consisting of two diode-array
detectors (1024 channel Si and 256 channel InGaAs)
coupled to a grating spectrometer system via fiber optics
to a highly modified NicPlan infrared microscope contain-
ing a calcite polarizer. Pairs of conventional 40 and 10
objectives were used as objectives and condensers. Spectra
were taken after the samples were placed on a rotating state
and adjusted for optical extinction under crossed polarizers.
A second spectrum was taken after rotating the sample
90 degrees to the second extinction position.
3. Analytical Approaches for Determining n and k
3.1. Determination From Diffuse Reflectance via
Scattering Theories
[16] Hapke and Wells [1981] and Clark and Roush [1984]
describe an approach to determination of the absorption
coefficient, a, from measured reflectance spectra that relies
upon Hapke’s description of radiative transfer within
particulate surfaces [see Hapke, 1981, 1986, 1993, and
references therein]. Since a is related to k via the dispersion
relation, a = 4pk/l, this approach provides a mechanism of
determining k. More recently, Poulet and Erard [2004]
describe an approach for deriving k using Shukhartov’s
description of radiative transfer within particulate surfaces
[Shkuratov et al., 1999].
3.1.1. Approach Using Hapke’s Model
[17] Roush et al. [1990] and Lucey [1998] used the Hapke
approach for determination of k for serpentine, and olivines
and pyroxenes, respectively. A brief summary is provided
here and the interested reader is referred to Roush et al.
[1990] and Lucey [1998] for more details. Beginning with
the reflectance spectrum, assume n is constant, and itera-
tively change k to force the calculated and measured
reflectance to agree with one another. Additional leverage
is provided in determining k if several grain sizes of the
same material are used, with the assumption that the
composition is not a function of grain size. Roush [2003,
2005] describes an additional iterative approach that allows
determination of n as a function of wavelength using a
subtractive Kramers-Kronig analysis as is discussed in more
detail in section 3.4.
[18] The various assumptions contained within the Hapke
formalism [Hapke, 1993, and references therein] used here
are discussed in equations (1)–(6) of Roush [1994] and
equations (1)–(4) of Cruikshank et al. [1997]. Here scat-
tering is assumed isotropic, h, the width of the opposition
surge, is assumed to be 0.05, and Hapke’s internal scattering
parameter, s, is set at 1017. The first two of these
parameters require observations at multiple viewing geom-
etries that were not obtained. The third parameter is poorly
Figure 4. Transmission spectra of gypsum crystals with the incident spectrometer beam polarized
(a) perpendicular (X) and (b) parallel (Z) to the {010} crystal face. This means the transmitted beam is
chiefly oriented along the a and g optical axes, respectively. Line types for each sample thickness, given
in cm, are indicated at the top.
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characterized for natural materials and essentially setting it
to zero effectively forces the absorption coefficient to
account for all the spectral behavior. The assumption
regarding s is investigated and discussed in section 4.1.1.
3.1.2. Approach Using Shkuratov’s Model
[19] The Shkuratov model [Shkuratov et al., 1999] is a
one-dimensional geometrical optics model for spectral
reflectance of powdered surfaces. These surfaces are
considered composed of semi-transparent particles of arbi-
trary form, whose sizes d are much greater than the
wavelength, l, of the incident radiation. Each particle in
the model represents an elementary volume of the particu-
late medium. Multiple reflections within a particle are
considered as multiple scattering in a one-dimensional
medium (plate) with reflection coefficients obtained from
averaging the usual Fresnel coefficients over the incident
angle. So, all angular dependencies of reflectance are
ignored and the scattering in a system of particles is
approximated by the scattering in an equivalent system of
plates. The parameters of the model are the optical constants
n and k, the average path length S in the particle between
two internal reflections, and the porosity q. Shkuratov et al.
[1999] showed that reflectivities are only very weakly
dependent on q. The parameter S, in the case of transparent
particles, should be equal approximately to the average
diameter of the particles.
[20] One of the strengths of this model, besides its relative
simplicity, is that it is analytically invertible; so it is possible
to compute the imaginary part k(l) of the index of refraction
from reflectance spectra if estimates for the real part n and
the particle size of the sample are available. So, starting
from laboratory spectra of characterized samples and as-
suming n is constant, we are able to compute k starting from
equation (13) of Shkuratov et al. [1999].
[21] As in the case of the application of the Hapke’s
model, we decided to apply the model to spectra of several
particle sizes, adjusting the value of each average size in
order to minimize the deviations among the values of k(l)
obtained. Again, we used the subtractive Kramers-Kronig
analysis to compute n from k.
3.2. Determination of n and k via Dispersion Analysis
[22] Many previous studies describe the application of
dispersion analysis to derive n and k of a material in terms
of the summation due to a number of classical Lorentz
oscillators [see Roush et al., 1991; Roush, 1996; Esposito et
al., 2000; and references therein]. Each oscillator is defined
by its strength (ri), width (Gi), and central wavelength (li).
The other parameter required is the high-frequency dielec-
tric constant (e1) that is estimated from values of the real
index of refraction, e1 = n
2
vis, measured in the visible.
[23] In the analysis it is required that (1) ri, Gi, and li are
all greater than zero; (2) li falls within the range of
laboratory observations; and (3) the difference between
the observed and computed reflectance (i.e., c2) is mini-
mized. Requirement (2) means that the analysis is not
sensitive to spectral features that lie outside the wavelength
region measured. In the fitting procedure, the initial number
of oscillators is chosen on the basis of the number of
obvious peaks in the reflectance spectrum; additional oscil-
lators are added to provide an adequate description of the
reflectance spectrum if necessary. Given an initial estimate
of the oscillator parameters, the reflectivity was calculated
and compared to the laboratory measurement. This process
was reiterated, using nonlinear least squares techniques
[e.g., Bevington, 1969], until optimal values of n and k
were determined and c2 was minimized.
[24] Toon et al. [1976] provide a discussion of the relative
errors associated with derivation of n and k using dispersion
analysis. They conclude that Dn/n is a few percent due to
errors associated with the measured reflectivity. In respect to
k, if 0.01 < k < 1, i.e., in the strong bands, then comparison
of values derived from dispersion analysis and Kramers-
Kronig analysis agree to within a few percent.
3.3. Determination of k From Transmission
Measurements
[25] The laboratory transmission is the ratio of the detec-
tor response with the sample in the spectrometer beam to the
detector response without the sample in the spectrometer
beam. This implies reflection losses from the air-sample
interfaces on both sides of the crystal. These losses remove
energy from the transmitted beam relative to when the
sample is absent. This ‘‘missing’’ energy could be incor-
rectly interpreted as absorption. Additionally, because of
these reflections at the interfaces, multiple path lengths of
light in the beam contribute to the measured transmission.
The light transmitted by a slab of material is discussed in
detail by Bohren and Huffman [1983] and Heavens [1970].
Full treatment of the transmission of a slab (Tslab) is given
by equation (2.74) of Bohren and Huffman [1983]:
Tslab ¼ 1 Rð Þ
2þ 4R sin2 y
R2ead þ ead  2R cos V þ 2yð Þ ð1Þ
where
R ¼ j~rj2 ¼
m0  m1m0 þ m1

2
; m ¼ nþ ik
and
y ¼ tan1 2n0k1
n21 þ k21  n20
 
; 0 
 y 
 p; V ¼ 4pn1d
l
; a ¼ 4pk1
l
where d is the thickness of the sample, m0 is the complex
index of refraction of air, m1 is the complex index of
refraction of the slab material, and er is the Fresnel reflection
coefficient. Transmission measurements are valid only if a
measurable amount of light is transmitted by the sample.
This requires that k1 is small, with the resulting effect that
the y term is eliminated. This leads to the modified version
of the equation given by equation (2.75) of Bohren and
Huffman [1983]:
Tslab ¼ 1 Rð Þ
2
R2ead þ ead  2R cos V ð2Þ
The oscillatory term, z, is due to the constructive and
destructive interference caused by multiple path lengths
through the crystal and can give rise to interference fringes
in the transmission spectrum. Bohren and Huffman [1983]
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discuss several factors influencing z and that may eliminate
these interference fringes and present several equations to
estimate the physical requirements: (1) the incident beam is
not perfectly monochromatic; (2) the absorption in the slab
becomes sufficiently large; (3) the slab surfaces are not
perfectly parallel (for the wavelengths considered here the
average departure from parallelism d must be 0.05 mm <
d < 0.4 mm); and (4) the slab surface roughness, u, is not
negligible (0.04 mm < u < 0.31 mm). If any of these
conditions exist, then z is negligible, and a further
simplification can be made yielding equation (2.76) of
Bohren and Huffman [1983]:
Tslab ¼ 1 Rð Þ
2
ead
1 R2e2ad ð3Þ
We investigate each of these three models as describing the
measured transmission in the analysis discussion below.
3.4. Determination of n Using Subtractive
Kramers-Kronig Analysis
[26] A subtractive Kramers-Kronig analysis (SK-K)
derives n from existing values of k [e.g., Warren, 1984,
and references therein] and thus n becomes a function of
wavelength. Formal Kramers-Kronig analysis requires data
at all wavelengths which is typically unavailable for most
studies. However, this problem is addressed by the SK-K
approach by incorporating as broad a wavelength domain as
is available. In the SK-K analysis the k values are the input
parameters, and in addition e1, at a particular wavelength
must be specified and is estimated via e1 = n
2
vis [Roush et
al., 1991; Roush, 1996]. Here we use 1.524 at 0.5893 mm.
This value corresponds to an average of the values cited for
gypsum by Long et al. [1993]. To provide as broad a
wavelength coverage as is possible, the k values determined
from the various laboratory measurements are ultimately
combined with the k values of Long et al. [1993] determined
for gypsum in the >5 mm region, as described in more detail
below, and these are used to determine n as a function of
wavelength.
4. Results/Discussion
4.1. Scattering Theory Results
4.1.1. Hapke Models
[27] The ASTER reflectance data for the <45 mm and
45–125 mm grain size fractions of gypsum discussed in
section 2.1 were used to determine the k values. Using the n
values determined from the Fresnel reflectance discussed in
section 4.2 and assuming a linear behavior of n in the 0.4–
2.5 mm region, a manual grid search was performed by
varying the estimated grain size of the sample. At each point
in the grid the c2 value was calculated as an estimate of the
goodness of the fit. Figure 5 is a shaded contour plot
showing the resulting c2 values. The two intersecting lines
shown in Figure 5 indicate the final diameters associated
with the lowest c2 values. These diameters are 63.5 mm for
the <45 mm sample and 134.5 mm for the 45–125 mm
sample. These final dimensions are problematic as they lie
outside the range of the sieve opening sizes. As discussed in
section 4.1.2, some particles larger than the sieve dimen-
sions may be present in a sieved sample. However, we
Figure 5. Shaded contour plot showing the resulting c2 values associated with different diameters (mm)
used in the Hapke models assuming s = 1017. The intersection of the two lines indicates the diameters
associated with the lowest c2 values.
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believe it would require the presence of too many such
particles to create an average particle size of the sieved
sample to be greater than the sieve dimensions. These
samples are not in our possession, so we have no means
of characterizing their particle size distribution.
[28] As discussed in section 3.1.1 in the standard ap-
proach, Hapke’s internal scattering parameter, s, is set at
1017 (units of cm1). Little is known about this parameter
for natural samples, but Lucey [1998] discusses this issue
and shows some results that support his use of a particular
value of s for his analyses. At a single wavelength, Lucey
[1998] compared the single scattering albedo (ssa) obtained
from the measured reflectance of various grain sizes to
trends predicted for the ssa resulting from calculations using
differing values of s [Lucey, 1998, Figures 1a and 1b].
[29] Here an analysis of varying the value of s on the
derived diameters was performed. First, the reflectance was
calculated, along with the associated ssa, using the optical
constants, derived in the following section, for 4 different
grain sizes (22.5, 63.5, 85, and 134.5 mm). This calculation
was performed for values of s of 0, 105, 102, 1, 10, 104,
and 107. Independently the ssa is calculated directly from
the laboratory reflectance data using equation (11.6) of
Hapke [1993]. There is no assumption about grain size in
this calculation and it was applied to the fine and medium
grain spectra from the ASTER library. Lucey [1998] does
not discuss that s may be a function of wavelength. This
issue is illustrated in Figure 6 where the data points
represent the ssa derived from the reflectance measurements
and the lines the trends associated with calculated reflec-
tance of different grain sizes. The ssa in regions of weak
absorption (1 mm) require a high value of s to reproduce
the trend associated with the ASTER data. In the regions of
stronger absorption (also increasing with wavelength) the
trend associated with the ASTER data require increasingly
lower values of s. Clearly a more detailed study of the
wavelength behavior of s is warranted, but beyond the scope
of the current paper.
[30] Using a manual investigation of varying s, we find an
s value of 1.25 cm1, and median diameters for the fine
(22.5 mm) and medium (85 mm) grain size ASTER reflec-
tance spectra, respectively, allows derivation of k values that
are consistent with each other and are comparable to those
of Long et al. [1993] except at the highest k values. These
results are shown in Figure 7 where they are compared to
the Long et al. [1993] averages and k values derived via the
Shkuratov model, discussed in the next section, where no
parameter equivalent to s exists.
[31] The hatched boxes in Figure 7 illustrate that for
regions of high k values neither scattering theory provides
a reasonable comparison to those of Long et al. [1993],
although the Hapke approach appears to provide better
estimated values than the Shkuratov approach. When k is
large the measured diffuse reflectance is so low that k
eventually reaches a value where the calculated reflectance
is no longer sensitive to changes in k during the fitting
procedure. In contrast, this same region is where the deriva-
tion of k from Fresnel measurements is the most sensitive.
This suggests that in the regions of strong absorption Fresnel
measurements are the preferred approach.
[32] The cross-hatched box in Figure 7 illustrates that
both scattering theories are sensitive to the band in the
2000–2500 cm1 region where k values are relatively low.
In contrast, when k is small the derivation of k from Fresnel
measurements is the least sensitive. This suggests that in the
regions of weak absorption the scattering theories provide a
better approach to determining k values.
Figure 6. Single scattering albedo values calculated from
the measured reflectance at several wavelengths in the near-
infrared (points) are compared to the single scattering
albedos calculated for different grain diameters for different
values of the internal scattering coefficient, s (lines).
Figure 7. Comparison of k values derived via Hapke
[1993], for the ASTER library reflectance data (dashed
black line), and Shkuratov et al. [1999], for the ASTER
(dashed gray line) and RELAB (solid gray line) reflectance
data, theories compared to the average values of Long et al.
[1993] (solid black line). Both scattering theories have
difficulty in determining k for large values (gray hatched
boxes). However, the Long et al. [1993] data do not
accurately account for k values near 2000–2500 cm1 (gray
cross-hatched box).
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4.1.2. Shkuratov Models
[33] Initial derivation of the optical constants using the
Shkuratov et al. [1999] model involved both the ASTER
and RELAB measurements. As described in section 3.1.2,
Shkuratov’s model is invertible, yielding k starting from the
bidirectional reflectance, and knowledge or estimates re-
garding the real index n, and porosity q, and average grain
size S. Neither the ASTER nor RELAB samples are
characterized in terms of size distribution of the samples.
So, for each series of laboratory data, we performed a
nonlinear fit, adjusting the value of each average size in
order to minimize the deviations among the values of k(l)
obtained. We assumed q = 0.7, recognizing that variation
in porosity does not significantly affect the reflectance
[Shkuratov et al., 1999]. Similar to the approach described
in section 4.1.1, a minimization of the difference between
the measured and calculated reflectance is used. The approach
specifically used n values determined from the Fresnel reflec-
tance for l < 2.5 mm and assuming a linear behavior of n in the
visible and near-infrared region. The fit procedure has been
extended to the entire spectral range covered by the laboratory
data used.
[34] Table 2 provides the details of the initial input
parameters, constraints imposed on these, and the final
results from the fitting procedure. Upper limits greater than
the highest value of the sieve range size are used because,
on the basis of laboratory experience, elongated particles
can pass through the grid of a sieve in a length-wise
direction, even if the long axis of the particle is larger than
the opening in the grid. The mean values of the results for
the data from each spectral library are shown in Figure 7.
Inspection of Figure 7 shows that the resulting k values are
very similar for the data from the different spectral libraries.
In contrast, the resulting k values are lower then previous
estimations for gypsum, obtained via dispersion analysis,
by up to an order of magnitude. Like the results from
section 4.1.1, comparison of k values with previous esti-
mates, obtained from dispersion analysis, suggests that the
application of Shkuratov model in a region of strong
absorptions does not work properly. In fact, in most rela-
tions it is assumed that k < 102 [Shkuratov et al., 1999].
Moreover, in regions of strong absorption, the parameter S
no longer approximates the average size of particles.
[35] The difference in absolute values between k values
obtained from the scattering theory and from dispersion
analysis is probably due to an ambiguous determination of
S. This is also evidenced by the final S values obtained with
the fit procedure, which are very often equal to one of the
imposed diameter limits. As dispersion analysis is not
influenced by this unknown parameter, we decided to force
the fit procedure to search for values of grain size which
minimize the deviations among k values and simultaneously
minimize the distance between these values and the results
of dispersion analysis in the spectral ranges where k values
are <0.01 (transparent regions). This approach is commonly
referred to as a penalty function method [Frodesen et al.,
1979]. The region around 2200 cm1 has not been consid-
ered as it is not well represented in the Long et al. [1993]
data.
[36] The application of this method to RELAB and
ASTER data is reported in Figure 8. RELAB data seem to
fit better Long et al. data. Moreover, the obtained size
values are now inside the imposed limits being: (10.08 ±
0.01) mm for the fine-grained sample (<45 mm) and (28.84 ±
0.02) mm for the medium-grain size sample (25–75 mm).
4.2. Transmission
[37] The transmission of the gypsum samples was mea-
sured with the sample chamber ‘‘scrubbed’’ for CO2 and
H2O. This suggests that m0 associated with equation (1) is
the complex refractive index of air. To illustrate the use of
equations (1)–(3), we fix n of gypsum to 1.531, the highest
value listed by Deer et al. [1966]. We use the measured
Table 2. Parameters Associated With Initial Shkuratov Model Calculations
Reflectance Data
Initial Diameters,
mm
Diameter Limits, mm Diameter After
Minimization, mmLower Upper
ASTER <45 mm 22.5 1  106 60.0 60.0
ASTER 45–125 mm 85.0 45.0 150.0 112.1
ASTER 125–500 mm 187.5 125.0 520.0 125.0
RELAB <45 mm 22.5 1  106 60.0 47.0
RELAB 25–75 mm 50. 25.0 90.0 90.0
RELAB 63–90 mm 76.5 63.0 110.0 63.0
Figure 8. The k values derived via Shkuratov et al. [1999]
theory for the ASTER library reflectance data (dashed black
line) and RELAB (solid gray line) reflectance data, using
the penalty function method. Values obtained are compared
to the average values of Long et al. [1993] (solid black line).
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thickness of the thinnest sample (0.034 mm) and then fix k
of gypsum at several values. Even though we have concerns
about scattering within this sample, it provides an opportu-
nity to evaluate which of the equations above best describe
the measurements.
[38] Calculations of the slab transmission using
equation (1) for the thinnest sample are shown in
Figure 9a. The different curves illustrate that the effect of
increasing k is to reduce the amplitude of the interference
fringes at all wavelengths and preferentially reduce the
transmission at the shorter wavelengths. The wavelengths
of the maxima can be predicted by considering the interfer-
ence phenomenon. Transmission maxima occur when z =
2pp, where p = 1, 2, 3, . . .. From section 3.3, z = 4pn1d/l.
Combining these expressions and canceling like terms
yields l = 2n1d/p. For p values of 400, 800, 1600 the
wavelengths of the predicted maxima are 2.6, 1.3, and
0.65 mm, respectively. This illustrates that there are
hundreds to thousands of maxima within the wavelength
region of the transmission measurements. The calculations,
for the thinnest sample, using equation (2) are shown in
Figure 9b. The effects of increasing k within the slab are
identical to the trend seen in Figure 9a. Finally, the results of
calculations using equation (3), i.e., ignoring the oscillatory
term, are shown in Figure 9c for the thinnest sample. Similar
to Figures 9a and 9b, effect of increasing k within the slab is
to preferentially reduce the transmission at the shorter
wavelengths. For this case, we also calculated the transmis-
sion using the real index of gypsum of 1.519, the lowest
value listed by Deer et al. [1966], for k1 = 10
4. The results
are indistinguishable from the values using 1.531, and are
not shown here.
[39] The solid heavy gray line in Figures 9a–9c is the
transmission measured with the light beam polarized perpen-
dicular to the {010} plane of the sample. There is little
evidence for the oscillatory interference fringes the theoretical
calculations would predict. As a result we use equation (3)
to derive the initial estimates of n and k for gypsum from the
thinnest sample. We revisit this decision later in light of the
limited mathematical experiment presented here.
[40] We investigated the potential source of errors asso-
ciated with our assumption nair was constant. At each
wavelength the sum of the squared difference between the
measured transmission (Tm) and Tslab, from equation (3),
was used to calculate an effective n and k for gypsum. We
began each fit assuming n for gypsum was a constant value
of 1.523 that falls within the range given by Deer et al.
[1966]. Our initial estimates of k for gypsum came from
applying a simple Beer-Lambert law to Tm, Tm = e
4pkt/l,
where t is the sample thickness and l is in the same units
as t. We used the AMOEBA algorithm contained within the
Interactive Data Language (IDL#) for our efforts. This
algorithm uses a downhill simplex method as discussed in
more detail by Press et al. [1992]. There are several
parameters controlling the algorithm. These include defin-
ing the initial starting location of the simplex and a
tolerance criterion (ftol) used to terminate the fitting proce-
dure. The smaller the value of ftol, the smaller the change is
between successive values of the desired parameters, i.e., n
and k, within the minimization routine. Two convenient
Web-based calculators are available to calculate nair for a
range of wavelengths, and for numerous assumptions asso-
ciated with the measurement conditions, e.g., temperature,
pressure, relative humidity, etc. Using these, we find that for
the ranges of temperature and pressure variations that might
be associated with the laboratory measurements and for a
relative humidity range of 0–100% the results were 1.00026 <
nair < 1.00028 over the entire wavelength range of the
laboratory transmission measurements. We calculated the
difference, Dngypsum, between separate results using values
for nair of 1.00026, 1.00027, and 1.00028 and found that
jDngypsumj < 3.4  104. We conclude that achieving
accuracy in the third decimal for ngypsum is independent of
Figure 9. Transmission spectrum of face perpendicular to
{010} crystal face (dark heavy gray line) compared to
calculated spectra using the (a) full, (b) modified, and
(c) simplified models of transmission through a slab. Each
panel shows various constant k values for the slab. It is clear
that the measured spectrum does not contain any of the
high-frequency fringing as predicted by the full and
modified models.
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the possible variations in nair at these wavelengths. As a
result, we restrict further calculations to use nair = 1.00027.
[41] With nair fixed, we investigated the sensitivity of our
results on the initial estimates for ngypsum. We perform this
evaluation by using initial estimates for ngypsum of 1.519–
1.531, at an increment of every 0.002. This range of values
samples the extremes of those listed by Deer et al. [1966]
for all optic axes. However, we note the range along an
individual optic axis is less: 0.002. Table 3 summarizes
the results in terms of the differences between models and
observations and also provides the average of ngypsum (n), at
all wavelengths, determined from the analyses. The smallest
difference value (Table 3, row 2) corresponds to ninit of
1.521 with an n of 1.520. The resulting ngypsum and
associated kgypsum are shown in Figures 10b and 10j,
respectively. Using equation (3) we find that ftol = 1. 
1014 allows convergence to a solution. Upon convergence,
the maximum peak-to-peak difference of the resulting
ngypsum is 0.004 and the maximum absolute difference
between Tslab and Tm is 4  1016.
[42] We evaluate whether the use of the simplified trans-
mission expression of equation (3) might give rise to the
Table 3. Initial Estimates of ngypsum, Accuracy of Fit S(Tm 
Tslab)
2, and ngypsum Average (n) for T? to Crystal Striations
ninitial S(Tm  Tslab)2  1030 n
1.519 7.210 1.518
1.521 1.239 1.520
1.523 2.830 1.522
1.525 2.111 1.524
1.527 7.455 1.526
1.529 8.159 1.528
1.531 10.827 1.530
Figure 10. Optical constants of different gypsum samples for polarizations of the incident beam relative
to the crystal axes. Derived real index of refraction for various sample thicknesses: (a and b) the sample
thickness is 0.034 cm, (c and d) the sample thickness is 0.1171 cm, (e and f) the sample thickness is
0.2586 cm, and (g and h) the sample thickness is 1.4293 cm. (i and j) Derived imaginary index of
refraction for the various thickness samples.
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relatively narrow peak-to-peak variability seen in Figure 10b.
We do so by using nair = 1.00027 and ninit = 1.521 and use
these in equations (1) and (2) and evaluate if the observed
variability seen in Figure 10b is eliminated.
[43] Using equation (2), we find that ftol = 0.75 is required
to achieve convergence. Such a high tolerance value com-
pared to the simple model is the first clue that the more
complex model might not describe the laboratory data.
Upon convergence we find a maximum peak-to-peak dif-
ference of 0.01 for the resulting ngypsum and a maximum
absolute difference between Tslab and Tm of 0.12. The
associated best fit parameter is 0.230; tens of orders of
magnitude higher than all the values listed in Table 3.
[44] Using equation (1), we find that ftol = 0.5 is required
to achieve convergence. Again, such a high tolerance value
compared to the simple model is a clue that this more
complex model might not describe the laboratory data.
Upon convergence we find a maximum peak-to-peak dif-
ference of 0.01 for the resulting ngypsum and a maximum
absolute difference between Tslab and Tm of 0.13. The
associated best fit parameter is 0.118, again tens of orders of
magnitude higher than the values listed in Table 3.
[45] For a more straightforward comparison between the
models, we used equation (3) and set ftol = 0.5 where
convergence is again achieved. Upon convergence we again
find a maximum peak-to-peak difference of 0.004 for
resulting ngypsum, about the same as before, and a maximum
absolute difference between Tslab and Tm of 0.06, signif-
icantly worse than the 4  1016 achieved previously. The
best fit parameter is 0.14, significantly worse than the
values listed in Table 3. In light of the facts that (1)
the simple model can converge to a solution with much
smaller tolerance parameter and (2) the resulting differences
between the measured and modeled data are much smaller,
we conclude that the laboratory measured transmission is
best described by the simple model without accounting for
the oscillatory fringe effects included in the more complex
models. Thus we rely upon equation (3) for derivation of the
final kgypsum over the wavelength range of the transmission
measurements. As described below we determine ngypsum via
an iterative approach using the Kramers-Kronig relationship.
[46] We now evaluate the transmission of the crystal
where the incident beam is polarized parallel to the {010}
crystal face for the thinnest sample. The results of applying
equation (3) while varying ninit are shown in Table 4. The
results indicate the best fit value occurs with ninit = 1.529,
although there is little difference in the results for ninit =
1.521. The beam polarized parallel to the {010} crystal face
has the potential to sample two separate optic axes with
Table 4. Initial Estimates of ngypsum, Accuracy of Fit S(Tm 
Tslab)
2, and ngypsum Average (n) for Tk to Crystal Striations
ninitial S(Tm  Tslab)2  1030 n
1.519 102.6 1.518
1.521 2.143 1.520
1.523 17.74 1.522
1.525 2.409 1.524
1.527 7.527 1.526
1.529 2.012 1.528
1.531 3.263 1.530
Figure 11. (a and b) Derived imaginary index of refraction for different polarizations of the incident
beam relative to the crystal axes (left and right columns) and various sample thicknesses. (c and d)
Combined imaginary index of refraction for each polarization. See text for details of how the data in
Figures 11a and 11b were combined to create the data in Figures 11c and 11d.
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associated n values of 1.519–1.521, and 1.529–1.531,
respectively [Deer et al., 1966]. Here we realize the meas-
urements may actually be sampling contributions from each
axis but we defer to the absolute accuracy minimum to
define the ninit for use in determining ngypsum and kgypsum
and the resulting values are shown in Figures 10a and 10i,
respectively.
[47] Figures 10c, 10e, and 10g show the values determined
for the real index of the thicker samples with the beam
polarized approximately parallel to X, while Figures 10d,
10f, and 10h show these values for the beam polarized
approximately parallel to Z. Figures 10i and 10j show the
associated k values for the beam polarized approximately
parallel to X and Z, respectively. As can be seen when
absorption bands become strong enough, i.e., saturated, the
derived real index is fairly constant and the associated
imaginary index cannot be determined accurately.
[48] For each polarized measurement we wish to combine
the derived imaginary indices shown in Figures 10i and 10j.
Transmission measurements in excess of 80% can result
in inaccurate absorption measurements due to random and
systematic errors and lead to large errors in the derived
imaginary index [Irvine and Pollack, 1968; Warren, 1984;
Hansen, 1997]. So, we eliminate any data where the
transmittance is >0.8. Inaccuracies in estimates of the
imaginary indices can also be introduced at low transmis-
sion values [Irvine and Pollack, 1968]. So, we arbitrarily
eliminate any data where the transmittance <0.04. The data
Table 5. Data Used to Create Combined Imaginary Indices
Parallel to X Parallel to Z
Wavelength Range, mm k Values Used, cm Wavelength Range, mm k Values Used, cm
0.35–1.415 1.5  1.4293 0.35–1.3535 0.8  1.4293
1.415–1.7999 1.25  0.2856 1.3539–1.9071 1.2  0.2856
1.8005–1.927 1.25  0.1171 1.9078–1.9378 1.2  0.1171
1.9285–1.9818 unscaled 0.034 1.9410–1.9678 unscaled 0.034
1.9830–2.3495 1.25  0.1171 1.9679–2.4141 1.2  0.1171
2.3498–2.5982 unscaled 0.034 2.4532–2.5876 unscaled 0.034
3.2840–4.2855 1.25  0.1171 3.3760–4.2330 1.2  0.1171
Figure 12. (a) The n values derived via scattering theories in the infrared. An expanded view of the
2000–2500 cm1 region is shown in the inset. (b) The n values derived via scattering theories in the
visible and near-infrared. (c) The k values derived via scattering theories in the infrared. (d) The k values
derived via scattering theories in the visible and near-infrared.
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remaining after application of these criteria are shown in
Figures 11a and 11b.
[49] We note that only the thinnest sample has data near the
1.9 mm maximum in k values that meets the minimum
transmittance criteria. Because the absorption is sufficiently
high we believe that scattering is unimportant at these wave-
lengths and we use the k values of the thinnest sample in the
1.9 mm region to scale the other data in regions of overlap.
We use this approach for both polarization measurements. In
general, our philosophy is to use the thickest sample to
estimate the k values. However, when the two intermediate
thickness samples yield essentially equivalent results we may
extend the range where the thinner sample results are used for
consistency. The specifics about the scaling factors, and
regions of wavelengths combined are provided in Table 5
for each polarization measurement and the resulting
combined data are shown in Figures 11c and 11d.
4.3. Compilation of n and k
[50] Following the approach described by Roush [2003,
2005], we used an iterative scattering theory-SK-K analysis
to determine n and k from the various reflectance measure-
ments. In this iterative process, the k values derived from
both scattering theory calculations were combined with the
Long et al. [1993] data prior to the SK-K determination
of n. At <1836 and 2856–4000 cm1 the k values of Long
et al. [1993] are used, and between 1836 and 2856 cm1 the
k values derived via the scattering theories are used. These
combined k values are used in the SK-K analysis to estimate
n values. This process is iterated until changes in n and k are
insignificant and the results for the four different samples
are shown in Figure 12. An average of the values derived
from each grain size of the ASTER and RELAB data was
calculated and these results are shown in Figure 13, along
with their standard deviation. Finally, an average of all the
results was calculated and is shown in Figure 14. The
maximum standard deviation of the average n is about
0.01 and the average k about 0.02. However, over much
of the wavelength domain, these values are much lower,
about 6  104 for n and 3  104 for k.
[51] Figure 15a shows the k values determined from
transmission for each polarization in the visible and mid-
infrared (0.33–5 mm, 2000–30000 cm1). Because we
wish to compare to the k values derived from the reflectance
measurements, where the samples are likely randomly
oriented we average the k values from the transmission
measurements. The resulting average is compared to
the average k values derived via scattering theories in
Figure 15b. In order to assess whether or not the modest
differences seen in Figure 15b are significant we subsample
both average values and plot the results along with the
associated standard deviations in Figure 15c, and an
Figure 13. (a) Average n values determined via Hapke (black line) and Shkuratov (gray line) scattering
theories are shown with one standard deviation error bars. An enlargement of the infrared region is shown
in the inset. (b) Average k values determined via Hapke (black line) and Shkuratov (gray line) scattering
theories are shown with one standard deviation error bars. An enlargement of the infrared region is shown
in the inset.
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enlargement of the 2300–8000 cm1 region is shown in
Figure 15d. It is clear that within one standard deviation the
results are the same, with perhaps the exception at the
lowest wave numbers, <2400 cm1. As a result, we use
the existing compilation of n and k from the scattering
calculations.
5. Conclusions
[52] We identify a discrepancy between the reported
available infrared optical constants of gypsum and reflec-
tance measurements of gypsum that clearly indicates an
absorption near 4.5 mm. We conclude this discrepancy
arises due to the relative weak nature of the 4.5 mm feature
that implies previous techniques were insensitive to its
presence.
[53] We apply two different scattering theories to estimate
the optical constants of gypsum in the visible, near-infrared,
and infrared wavelengths. We conclude both of these
theories are capable of addressing the weak features, but
suffer from fundamental insensitivities where materials
exhibit their highest k values. Fortunately, this is exactly
the opposite situation for optical constants determined via
Fresnel reflectance measurements where they are sensitive
when k is high, but insensitive when k is low. We recom-
mend taking advantage of both techniques by applying them
in the appropriate regions. This is especially true for
samples where relatively thick and optically clear crystals
are not readily available.
[54] We combine the results of the scattering theories with
previous infrared results and calculate average n and k
values and their associated standard deviations. We compare
these with k values estimated from transmission measure-
ments at visible and short infrared wavelengths. We find the
two derivations are in remarkable agreement. This supports
the suggestion of Roush [2005] of combining the results of
Figure 14. (a) Average of n values from all scattering theory results and associated one standard
deviation errors. An expanded view of the infrared region is shown in the inset. (b) Average of k values
from all scattering theory results and associated one standard deviation errors. An expanded view of the
infrared region is shown in the inset.
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Figure 15. (a) Comparison of imaginary index of refraction along each polarization as a function of
wave number. (b) Average polarization imaginary indices of refraction compared to the values derived
from the scattering theory approach. (c) Subsampling of average data derived from transmission (black
points with error bars) compared to subsampling of data derived from scattering approach (gray points
with error bars). (d) Enlargement of the near-infrared region. In the region of overlap the estimated
imaginary indices of refraction agree to within the standard deviations of the two data sets.
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scattering theories with Fresnel reflectance measurements
provide more accurate estimates of the optical constants of
materials.
[55] The average values of n and k shown in Figure 15
represent our best estimate of the optical constants of
gypsum over the 30–25000 cm1 and their uncertainties.
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